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Summary
Building on research demonstrating rdationships between well being and perceptions of aspeelS of
life as sacred, [his srudy describes the rarionalc for and devclopmenr of a scale measuring perceiving
sacredness in life. Ie rht."O explores as.sociarions bctvleen perceptions of sacredness in life and [hese
four domains: rrhgious!spiritual (intrinsic/extrinsic rdigiosiry. quest, mystkism~ religious/spiritual
history, worship attendance, ff<"luency of prayer, imp0rl.nce of religion/spitirualiry)'I"'"tmdl (pur
pose in life, commitment to empiriCism, narcissism) self esteem. rela[jonal attachment). social
(communiry service atritude and helping. social support, imagination tutoring), and situational
(enjoyment and frequency of everyday pleasam events, impact of negative events. positive childhood
recollections). Participants (n 113) responded 10 a mailing 10 a national random sample within
the United States, completing 16 scales pertaining to rhe religious/spiritual, personal, social, and
situational domains. While many variables Were correlated with perceiving sacredness in life, thete
were three overall predicrors: intrinsic religiositYt mysticism. and communiry service atti[Ude~
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esteem; a[tachm~nt; community servk"e attitude
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Perceiving Sacredness in Life: Correlates and Predictors
As a growing body ofempirical research demonstrates, people find it meaning
ful to describe aspects of their life as sacred, a term used to designate some
thing as exrraordinary, set apart for a special purpose or manifesting spiritual
qualities, meanings, or significance (Pargament, 1997; Pargament & Mahoney,
2002; Pargament & Mahoney, 2005), TIle manifestation of the sacred in life
is, as Pargament (1997) notes, spoken of in the scriptures of all the world's
major religious {raditions, and the experience of this manifestation has been
studied on a theoretical level by classical scholars of religion such as OttO
(1923) and Eliade (1958, 1959, 1973). As psychologis{s of religion, Parga
ment and Mahoney (Pargament. 1997; Pargament & Mahoney, 2002) have
called attention to the process in which aspects of ordinary life are experienced
as sacred, raking on extraordinary qualities and spiritual significance, Virtllally
any aspect of life (objects, ideals, actions. etc.) can be experienced as sacred.
and this process has a powerfi!l impact on people's lives, Often the results of
perceiving sacredness in aspects of life are constructive, enabling people to
gain increased meaning and help from these dimensions of their lives (Parga
ment & Mahoney. 2002). However, it may also lead to negative results, as
when destructive leaders are sanctified or wars are waged over objects held 'IS
sacred, or when there is the perception that something sacred has been vio
lated Oones, 2002; Pargament & Mahoney, 2002; l'argamc:nt et aI., 2005).
Several empirical studies have looked at perceiving sacredness in various
activities of people's everyday lives, a process which Pargamcm and Mahoney
(2005) call sanctification of various aspects of life. IdentifYing aspects of
life. like marriage, parenring roles, and marital sexual intercourse as sacred
is often associated with positive outcomes, such as providing a sense of greater
fulfillment and an investment in preserving such aspects of life (Mahoney
et aI., 1999; Swank et a!., 2000; Murray-Swank et aI., 2005), In a study of
the extent to which petsonal strivings (goals which people pursue in daily
were perceived as sacred. Mahoney (Mahoney et aL, 2005) found that
people were more likely to perceive strivings as sacred if such strivings
were associated with family relationships, religious or spiritual issues, altruistic
activities, and existential concerns, The more people perceived their strivings
as sacred. the more likely they were to be psychologically invested in them,
Perceiving strivings as sacred was also associated with an increased sense of
life purpose. meaning, and joy, bm not, interestingly enough. with less
psychological and physical health problems, In a study of the extent to which
healthcare professionals working with elderly people perceived their work
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as sacred and God as present in their work, Grant (2004) demonsrrated that a
gre-dter sense of the presence of God in work and a greater belief in work as
sacred were positively associated with both stress-related growth and positive
religious OUtcomes (increased spirituality, closeness with God, and rdation
ship with faith tradition),
One of the purposes of this study was to develop and test a scale measuring
the extent to which people perceived sacredness in life, The authors conjec
tured that such a scale could be particularly useful with people who may not
identifY themselves as overtly religious, or who might reject religious and, in
parricular, theistic language in describing their spiritual lives. but whose spiri
tual lives might include a perception of sacredness in life. For example, in a
study of women who had had abOrtions, Geoghegan (2000) found a correla
tion between Christian orthodoxy (as measured by the Christian Orthodoxy
Scale [Fullerton & Hunsberger, 1982]) and religious problem solving styles (as
measured by Pargament et aI., 1988) among the Christian women in her sam
ple, 'Il,e correlations between orthodoxy of belief and religious problem solv
ing styles yielded a negative and statistically significam correlation between
orthodoxy and the self-directing religiolls problem-solving style (-,51, p < ,001).
Positive and statistically significam correlations were obtained between ortho
doxy and the deferring religious ptoblcm solving style (.49, p < .00 I) and
collaborative style (,39, p < ,001). Geoghegan and Doehring (2002) used these
findings to reflect upon the choices that women face in lIsing patriarchal reli
gious traditions to understand their abortions, Do they draw upon traditional
patriarchal beliefs about God and creation? Or do they reconstruct these tradi
tions? Those adopting a self-directing style of religious problem solving will
likely reconstruct their religious traditions; these self-directing women scored
significantly lower on the orthodoxy of belief scale. For these women, a scale
measuring the extent to which they perceive sacredness in life might have been
more meaningful than scales which use religious and in particular theistic
terms to describe their spiritual lives,
Two doctoral dissertations using the scale (Perceiving Sacredness in Life)
developed by the authors demonstrated significant correlations in samples
where an overtly religious scale was not useful, In a longitudinal study of teen
agers who participated in a spiritually-oriented but not overtly religious sub
stance abuse prevention program, Gould (2004) found that at the end of the
week-long program. there were moderate increases in participams' perception
of sacredness in life, These increases were maimained six momhs later. Drawupon people from a broad diversity of religious traditions, Clarke (2004)
found that perceiving sacredness in life correlated modestly with personal
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creativity, a relationship that was even stronger for those with a panentheistic
view of God and for women.
As these studies demonstrate, people do perceive various aspects of their life
as sacred, and perceiving sacredness has significant associations with health
and well being. 1110ugh we know something about the associations between
perceiving sacredness and various aspects of life, as yet we do not understand
how perceptions of sacredness develop. In theory, such perceptions are likely
related to religions/spiritual formation and practices, aspects of personality,
aspects of one's social life, and situational factors. Bnilding on this multi-level
contextual approach, the authors hypothesized that perceiving sacredness in
life would be correlated with variables in four domains: religious/spiritual,
personal, social, and sicuationaL
In terms of the religious domain, we hypothesized that perceiving sacred
ness in lite would be correlated with intrimic religiosity, speculating that the
more one perceived life as sacred, the more likely one would be engaged in a
process of making one's religion/spirituality intrinsically meaningful. We also
theorized that having mystical experiences would correlate with perceiving life
as sacred. We speculated that having the experience of self transcendence that
characterizes mystical experiences would make one more likely [0 be able to
look beyond the horizons of one's own life and perceive a sacred qualiry in life.
We speculated that experiencing one's religion as a quest would make one more
open to perceiving all of life as sacred. Finally, we wondered if having a child
hood in which one's family participated in religious or spiricual practices, cel
ebrated religious holidays, and sought out religious professionals would make
people more likely, in their adult lives, £0 see life as sacred. In other words,
being acculturated in a religious or spiritual tradition would go hand in hand
with heightened beliefs that all of life is sacred. We also included measures of
worship attendance and ftequency ofprayer, and rating religion or spirituality as
important, because rhese global measures of religiosity often are correlated
with measures rhat focus on a panicular aspect of religiosity or spirituality, like
perceiving life as sacred.
In terms of the personal domain, we hypothesized that perceiving sacred
ness in life would be correlated positively with self esteem, because having a
healthy sense of one's own value would make one more open to an awareness
of lite as sacred. Building on research on what happens when people perceive
their strivings as sacred (Mahoney et a\., 2005), we speculated that feeling a
sense ofpurpose in life would make one more likely to see life as sacred. We
speculated that relational health, measured in terms of secure relational attach
ments, would be part of a trusting attitude that would be positively correlated
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with perceiving life as sacred. We hypothesized that as narcissism, and fearfol,
dismissing, or preoccupied re/atior/al attachments increased, one would be less
likely (0 look beyond one's own needs and one's insecure relational anach
mems to experience a sense of life a.~ sacred. In other words, one's basic sense
of trust in oneself and others would correlate with perceiving life as sacred.
We further speculated that an intellectual oriemation which we described as
a commitment to empiricism would make one less likely to be open (0 perceiv
ing life as sacred.
In terms of the social domain, we hypothesized that perceiving sacredness
in life would be positively correlated with haVing an attitude that supports com
munity service, as well as with being involved in social and community helping.
Valning community service, as well as reaching out to others would be related
to perceiving life as sacred. We also hypothesized that experiencing social sup
port, with its sense of being embedded in a relational matrix would be corre
lated with perceiving all of life as sacred. We hypothesized that perceiving life
as sacred would also be correlated with having childhood experiences that
encouraged a rich and active imagination, allOWing one (0 enliven mundane
and seemingly banal events with a sense of sacred possibilities.
We hypothesized that in the situational domain of life, factors that corre
lated positively with perceiving sacredness in life would be enjoyment and
ftequency of everyday positive events, and positive childhood recollections. We
speculated that the more one could experience and enjoy everyday events, and
the larger one's repertoire of positive memories, the more one would appre
hend life a.~ sacred. We also hypothesized that the impact of negative events
would be correlated negatively with perceiving sacredness in life; we specu
lated that the more one experienced the impact of overwhelming negative life
evems in one's daily life, rhe less one would be able to perceive life as sacred.
Our intent in this exploratory study was to test whether perceiving sacred
ness in life would be a significant correlate with many aspects of people's lives:
their religious/spiritual, personal, social, and situational lives.

Method
Sample and Procedures

1he sample was solicited from a national random sample of 1,000 residents
in the United Srates, who were sent letters about rhe research project. Of
those who received the letters, one hundred and seventy-five people returned
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posrcards indicating interest in completing the survey. Surveys were mailed to
them, and 113 surveys were returned. The sample was 600/0 male and 40%
female and ranged in age from 23 to 90 years old, with a mean age of 56.1
years (SO = 15.7). h was predominantly Euro-American (88%) and well
educated (24 0A. had some college education and 53% had completed college,
professional, or graduate school; in the 2003 United States census, 27% of the
population had completed a bachelor's degree). In terms of religious affilia
tion, 60% identified as Protestant, 16% as Roman Carholic, 5% as Jewish,
14% as none, and the remaining were New Age, Unitarian Universalisr,
Mormon, or Buddhist.

everyday life, rhe journey of life, people in general, reIadonships with people,
the self, and qualities or aspects of life.
The following scales were used to measure the religious domain. The intrin
sic subscale (I) of the Intrinsic/Extrinsic Religious Motivation Scale (Gorsuch
et a\., 1989, 1998) measures genuine commitment to faith, and the extent
[0 which people have made their faith personally meaningful. The extrinsic
subscale (E) assesses whether religion has extrinsic value for the individual
adherem, and is a means to some end (i.e., used for social benefits). The Quest
Scale (Barson et aI., 1991) has twelve items that measure rhe degree (0 which
an individual's religion involves an open-ended, searching qualiry, ofren
prompted by existential questions. Twelve of the twenty items from the Extro
vertive and Introverrive subscales of The Mysticism Scale (Hood, 1975) were
used to measure the extent to which people have had profound experiences
associared with a sense of timelessness, ineffability, oneness with the universe,
or "nothingness." The third subscale of The Mysticism Scale, Religious Inter
pretation, was eliminated because its similariry to the Perceiving Sacredness in
Life Scale could confound our results. These instruments all have established
construct validity and reliability; alphas range from .65 to .83, indicating that
all these scales have reasonable to strong internal consistency. In addirion, The
Religious/Spiritual History Assessment was developed by Doehring for this
research project. It is an I8-item scale that assesses people's exposure to reli
gious or spiritual ideas and practices in their childhood and teenaged years
in rerms of participation in religious schools, worship events, relationships
with people who were experienced as deeply religious/spiritual, and the use of
religious/spiritual meanings to make sense of life. For example, the scale asked
questions like the following: In a crisis did your family use religious/spirirual
practices or ideas (e.g., talking about God or a higher power) to help them deal
wi th the crisis?
The following scales were used to assess the personal dimension. The Pur
pose in Life Scale and the Existential Vacuum Scale from The Life Atritude
Profile (Reker, 1981) (16 irems total) measure the extent (0 which people
experience a sense of meaning and purpose in life. The Narcissistic Personality
Inventory: Alternate Form (Emmons, 1984; Raskin & Hall, 1981) is a 40
item forced choice measure that assesses the extent of narcissism as a personal
iry trait. The Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 1979) has 10 items
measuring feelings of self worth and self-acceptance. The Relationship Ques
tionnaire and Self-Reporr Attachment Style (Bartholomew & Ilorowitz, 1991)
consists of four descriprions of artachment styles: secure, dismissing (being
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Measures

lhe Perceiving Sacredness in Life Scale was developed initially through discus
sions in a research group consisting of faculty and doctoral students at Boston
University in the Counseling Psychology and Religion program. Members of
the research group interviewed 13 individuals whom they had identified as
having a high perception of sacredness in life as well as a group of hospital
chaplains, and did a thematic analysis of these people's descriptions ofsacred
ness in life. This qualitative study, along with ongoing group discussions, gell
erared 48 statements, both theistic and nontheistic, about perceiving sacredness
in life. We then combined statements that were similar, eliminated items that
were toO specific to any particular religious rradition, and modified irems to
make them more experiential and less cognitive. 111is 37-irem scale was piloted
with a sample of23 people (12 men and 11 women) from a variety of religious
and ethnic backgrounds, occupations, and income and educadonallevels, and
with an age range of22 ro 68. In response to feedback from parricipallts of rhe
study, we further modified rhe scale by shortening it, changing the
response category from an intensity faring to a frequency rating, and making
the language more inclusive of people from different religious backgrounds.
Finally, we added a section at the beginning of the scale that identified six
statemems about God: theistic, deistic, pamheistic or pancntheistic, agnosric,
atheistic, and none of the above. We conjectured that people would be more
likely to interpret items on the scale within the framework of their own beliefs
after they first endorsed a statement describing their basic beliefs. Our final
version consisted of 28 items, 14 theisric and 14 nontheistic (see Appendix).
These were divided equaHy (with one exception) into the following nine cate
gories: perceiving sacredness in life in general, nature and crearlon, time,
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comfortable without close relationships), preoccupied (being uncomfortable
without dose relationships and worrying about this) and fearful. Each descrip
tion is ranked according to how closely it fits one's self-description.
had been demonstrated for all these scales through peer repom and correla
tions with similar measures. Reliability has also been confirmed; scores, using
various methods of analysis, have ranged from .72 to .95. Pinally, The Com
mitment to Empiricism Scale (developed by Hammer for this research
en) is a five-item scale that assesses whether people have a positivist
toward life, with statements such as "seeing is believing" and "science will be
able to answer the important questions oflife."
Various aspects of the social dimensions of life were assessed using the fol
scales. Two subscales from the Community Service Attitude Scale
(Harris Shiarella et aI., 2000) were used to measure sense of connected ness
with and empathy for people in the community. The List of Helping Activi ties
(Amato, 1985, 1990) was adapted to make a 15-item scale of various helping
behaviors and measures social responsibility. The Multidimensional Scale of
Perceived Social Support (Zimet et a!., 1988) is a 12-item scale that measures
sense of belonging and perceiving a sense of support from family and friends;
one additional item on community was added. Construct validity is supported
for all of these scales, and reliability is strong; alphas have ranged from. 75 to
.93. The Imagination Tutoring Scale (developed by Clarke for this research
project) measures rhe ex£em to which people recall being raised in an environ
mem that encouraged imagination. and the degree to which they have retained
that outlook on life (for example. "My parents, grandparents. and/or other
elders told me stories that involved faith, acts ofcompassion, mysterious won
der. or awesome happenings in nature").
111e scales used to assess situational dimensions of lite were as follows.
The Pleasant Events Schedule (PES) (MacPhillamy & Lewinsohn. (982) is a
49-item scale of pleasant evems (26 of which were employed in this study)
that are rated in two ways: how frequently they have occurred in rhe past month
and how much enjoyment was derived from each event. Validity and reliabil
ity have been demonstrated, and internal consistency is strong (alpha'" .96 for
frequency of pleasurable events and .98 for enjoyability). A list oflife stressors
was drawn from The Health and Daily Living Form (Moos. Cronkite, &
Finney, 1992) and respondents were asked to check which of these events they
had experienced. Respondents were also asked [0 identifY the most serious
negative life evem they had experienced. Four items from 1l1e Impact of Event
Scale (Horowin. Wilner, & Alvarez. 1979). which has established validity and
reliability, were used to measure whether rhis event Sti!l has a traumatic impact,

in the form ofintrusive thoughts or avoidant behaviors. In addition, five ques
tions. devised for this research project. were asked about the extent to which
respondents felt they had control over the evem. derived a deeper meaning
from it or considered it helpful or a burden (for example, "Did this event
allow you to derive deeper meaning from and about your life?"). lhe Positive
Childhood Recollections Scale was developed by Hayes and Hughes for this
research project. It consists of 12 items about positive and negadve childhood
experiences, like having a best friend. having difficulty fining in at school. and
other similar negative and positive events. A demographic qucstionnaire was
included.
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Results
The coefficiem alpha for the Perceiving Sacredness in Life Scale was .98. showing
very high internal consistency reliability. The correlation coefficient between
theistic and nontheistic statements was .89 (p < .001), indicating that this
did not ditferemiare between these two sets of items.
In terms of construct validity. the coefficient alpha demonstrates that the
scale is measuring a single construct. Data relevant to convergent validity was
obtained by relating the Perceiving Sacredness in Life Scale (PSL) to the Daily
Experiences Scale (DSE) (Underwood, 1999; Underwood & Teresi.
2002), a scale with established reliability and validity which was developed
to "assess aspects of day-to-day spiritual experience of an ordinary person"
(Underwood, 1999. p. J I). Given that it measures something similar to the
PSL, we expected that if our scale had validity it would be strongly correlated
with the DSE. Our data confirmed this hypothesis (r" .83, p < .001).
'nlOugh closely related, these two scales measure two distinct dimensions of
spiritual or religious experience and can be distinguished from each other in
the following ways. First, the PSL is more accessible to people from a variety
of religious backgrounds and rheological beliefs. For instance, it gives
pants the opportunity to circle one of six statements about God. The items of
the DSE draw upon theistic and WeStern understandings of the spiritual to a
greater extent than the PSL Second. the DSE generally references personal
connectedness with God and the PSL is more concerned with seeing sacred
ness manifested in a Variety ofdomains ofliJ:e. Third. the DSE tends to describe
positive aspects of religious or spiritual experiences. The PSL, in contrast, gen
erally does not identifY the experience of sacredness either positively or nega
tively. Finally, correlation coefficients of the PSL and of the DSE with rhe
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religious, personal. social. and siruarional factors that we studied are not the
same. and, in some cases, are quite dilterem.
Regarding the six statemems aboU[ God, 42% (n = 47) endorsed the state
ment describing God in theistic terms, 35% (n 40) the panenthc:istic descrip
tion, 12% (n = 14) endorsed the deistic description of God, and 8% (n 9)
rhe agnostic statement. No one endorsed the atheist bel ief statement or selected
aNone of the above: 11uee parricipanrs did not select any statement.
Table I presents the correlations berween perceiving sacredness in life and
all of the variables in each domain. Table 2 presents the predictors, and Table 3
rhe overall predicrors.

Table]. Relationships Among Perceiving Sacredness and the Religious!
Spiritual, Personal, Social, and Situational Variables
CorreLations with
Perceiving Sacrednes. in Life
Total

Theistic

Imrinsic Religiosity

.72"·

Mysticism

.39·**

.76"·
.33"'''
.35""
.20'

Nontheistic

RdigiouslSplrilual Variables

Religious/Spiritu.1 Histoty

.35'"

Extrinsic Religiosity

,22"

QU<1it

Discussion

All of the religious variables measured in this study, except for QUL'St, had
significant positive correlations with perceiving sacredness in life. 111e largest
correlarion was with the measure of intrinsic religiosity, demonstrating that
the more a person's religion is personally meaningful, the more he or she is
to perceive sacredness in life. Religiolls i nvolvemen r, or a sense
in general, also correlates strongly with perceiving sacredness in life.
Frequency of prayer and worship attendance and the felt importance of reli
or spiriruality have robust correlations with perceiving sacredness in life.
Even going ro church or orher places of worship for extrinsic reasons, for
example. to make friends and see people one knows, is modestly related to
raised in a religious or spiritual family
perceiving life as more sacred.
culture e:oes hand in hand with perceiving sacredness in life in adulthood.
frequency of personal mystical experiences had a strong moderate
correlation with perceiving sacredness in life, indicating that the more a per
son experiences a sense of transcendence and onenL'SS with creation, the more
likely he or she is ro experience life as having extraordinary Cjuality or special
purpose. In sum, it appears rhar many aspens of religiousness or spirituality
are associated with experiencing sacredness, bm the more that this religiosity
can be made personally meaningful, so that it plays an integral role in one's
inner and outer Ii fe, the more one is likely (0 perceive sacredness in life.
Ir is wonh noting rhar those who chose to participate in this study were all
religious ill terms of their frequency of worship attendance and prayer.
Given this religiosiry, it is nor surprising [hat there was no significant differ
ence betwL-en rheir endorsement of theistic and nOl1lheisric items on the Per
ceiving Sacredness in Life scale. Given that one of the purposes of the study
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-,07

Fr"'luency ofWorship Anendance
AndPnyer

.71-"

Importance of Religion/Spirituality

,61'"

-.12

.64·.. •
,43***

.34"
.2.3'
-,01

Personal Variabl..
Purpose in Life
Comrnirmem

[0

Empiricism

Narcissism

SdfEsteem
Secu re Attachment

.42*"
-.33"*
- ..31"'
.30"
.26··

.42*"

-.35'"
-.35'"
.30'"

Fearful Attachment

-,21'

Dismissing Artachmenr

-,21'

Preoccupied Attachment

,23'
-.22'
-.2.3"

-.21'

-.22"

.39'"
-_3O"
-.25**

.28"
.28**

·-.20'

-.18
-.20··

Social Variables
Community Service Attimcie

.45"·

Social and Community Iidrillg
Sodal SuppOrt

.28"
.16

Tutoring the Imagination

.18

.13

.05

.01

.1

,25"

.20'

.29"

..10·"
,25"

.47"·
.29"

Situational Variables
Enjoyment
Pleasant Even ts

Fr"'luency of Everyday
PleaS3rH Even rs

.20'

,18

Impact of the Most Negative Event

-.11

Po.,jtive Childhood Recollections

-.12

-.00

-,01

II

= 113

, .. p<.OOI

.. p< .OJ

, P < .05

.22'
-.10
,0O

c: Doehring et al. I Archive for the Psychology ofReligion 31 (2009) 55-73
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Table 3. Overall Predictors of Perceiving Sacredness in Life

Table 2. Religious/Spirimal, Personal, Social, and Siwational Predictors of
Perceiving Sacredness in Li fe
Perceiving Sacredness in Life
Religious/Spiritual Predictors
Intrinsic Religiosity
Mysticism
Rciigious/Spiritual Histoty
Extrinsic Religiosity
Quest

.33"·
.12
.11

-.o?

Personal Predictors
Purpose in Life
Commitment to Empiricism
Narcissism
Sc!fEstecm
Secure Attachment
Fearful Au.ehmen(

.39"
-.23·'
-.16
.02
.02
-.11

Dismissing Attachment

.08

Preoccupied Attachment

.06

Social Predictors
Community Service Attitude

AS*"''''

Social and Communiry Helping

.01
.()6

Social SlIpport
llltoring (he ImaginatioJl

-.10

Situational Predictors
Enjoyment of Everyday
Pleasant Events

.15

Frequency of Everyday
Pleasant Events
Impact of the Most Negarive Evelll
Positive Childhood Recollections
n" 113
"·1'<.001
.. 1'<.01
• P" .05

Overall Predictors

Standardized [leta

.60·"

.09
-.05
-.04

67

Intrinsic Religiosity
Mysticism
Community Service Anitude

.....
11

Perceiving Sacredness in Life
Total

.63***
.31 **.
.16*

113

p < .001
p < .01
p < .05

was to see if the scale could be meaningful lOr people who identified them
selves as spiritual and not religious, the study was not able to test this hypothesis .
Future research using the scale could use the scale with people who were more
likely to identi/Y themselves as spiritual but not religious .
Turning to the personal variables assessed, a strong correlation was observed
berween the sense of having a purpose in life and perceiving sacredness in life.
Moderate correlations were also evidenced with several of the other personal
variables. TIle more a person is committed to empiricism, and adopts a posi
tivist ani tude toward life, the less likely it is that this person will perceive life
as having extraordinary qualities. The more narcissistic or absorbed a person is
in his or her self, the less likely he or she will perceive life as special or extraor
dinary. This finding implies thar the more a person is able to "forget about" his
or her self, and transcend the horizons of his or her own world. the more he
or she will be able to see life as sacred. In contrast to being narcissistically
absorbed, self-esteem is positively related to experiencing sacredness; having a
positive sense of self may allow persons to look beyond themselves, and see
special or blessed qualities in the life around them. In addition, the more
secure a person's relational attachments to others, and the less a person experi
ences attachments to others that are fearful or dismissing. the more a person
will see life as sacred. These findings on the personal dimensions taken together,
create a portrait of people who perceive life as sacred: they have a sense of
purpose in their lives, have high self esteem, are not narcissistic, and have
secure attachments to others.
Relationships berween perceiving sacredness and the social variables indi
cate that the more people have a sense of responsibility for helping others in
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need and cOl1[ribming to the communiry, the more they will perceive life as
sacred. An awareness of the needs of others, along with a commitment to help
is linked with the ability to look beyond one's self and see sacredness in life.
Similarly, those who do extend themselves and help families, friends, and peo
in the community are more likely co perceive a sense of the sacred in life.
In terms of relationships between perceiving sacrednes-~ and the situational
variables, Significant correlations were tound with the frequency and enjoy
ment of pleasanc events. Being able to enjoy pleasant events suggests the
abiliry to be present in the moment, without ruminating on past events or
worrying abom future events. 111e fact th,u frequency of everyday pleasant
evenrs is not as highly correlated with perceiving sacredness in life as is actually
enjoying these evenrs, suggests that it is the depth of enjoyment more than
the frequency of everyday pleasant events that is rel"ted to perceiving sacred
ness in life.
None of the demographic variables indicated differences in perceiving
sacredness in life except for age, which had a small to moderate correlation
with perceiving the sacredness in life (correlation coefficient of .25, p < .0 I).
Given that many studies in psychology of religion find that religiosity is cor
related with age, it is not surprising that in this sample, the older a persoll was,
the more he or she perceived sacredness in life.
Three factors were overall predictors: intrinsic religiosity, mysticism, and
communiry service attitude. In terms of intrinsic religiosity, people are not
simply accepting beliefs as generic truths. Having an intrinsic religiosity means
that people have developed personally meaningful religions symbols that mark
the boundary between the known and the unknown. When they have this
kind of religious faith Of spiriUlality, we can predict that they will perceive
sacredness in life; that is, they will be open ro the experience of tbe unknown,
the sacred, and the unconditioned infinite simultaneously with the awareness
of their own finitude.
Mystical experiences are a separate predictor of experiencing the sacredness
in life. Hood (t 975), who developed the scale to measure the frequency of
mystical experiences, also uses the imagery of"boundary situations" to describe
events that cause people to experience that boundary between the known and
the unknown. He has empirically demonstrated a correlation between experi
encing bound,uy siruations and mystical experiences. Examples of this con
nection are the moments reported by people in the days following a profound
loss wilen they experience a sense of deep connection with creation and the
crcaror (if their faith is theistic) and a sense of peacefulness amidst the chaos of
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acute grief. It is not surprising that mysticism is a predicror of perceiving
sacredness in life.
While both intrinsic religiOSity and mystical experience can be described as
referring to being on the boundaries between the known and the unknown,
and finding or having ways of experiencing that sense of the infinite that lies
beyond the horizon of what is known, the third predictor-attitudes about
the importance of community service-has to do with the nitey-gritty oflife.
We can predict that people who feel a need ro help in the community are more
to have a sense of the sacred in life. The more one develops a sense of
responsibiliry for one's fellow human beings and creation as a whole, the more
likely one is to perceive the sacred in the world. 1his predictor could be
described as having to do with incarnation, perceiving the sacred in each other
and in the community: loving one's neighbor. Whereas with intrinsic religios
ity and mysticism one reaches toward rhe transcendent beyond, a positive
community se~vice attitude relates ro recognizing the penetration of the tran
scendent into the known world.
When reRected upon psychologically, these three separate predictors
intrinsic religiosity, mystical experiences, and attitudes toward helping in the
community-make sense. While til is study does not demonstrate the religious
or psychological outcomes of experiencing the sacred in life, it does suppOrt
religious and spiritual notions concerning the incarnate and transcendent
aspects of the sacred, and helps psychologists of religion better understand the
perception of rhe sacred: its correlates and predictors.
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4. I sense rhat there are qualiries of life, such as love and hope,
which arc everlasring.
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6. I see ...eh person, each leaf, each raindrop, aU of creadon

Appendix:
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8. In tragic experiences as welllts joyful, I feclrhat God is
present in [he world around me.

Perceiving Sacredness in Lifo Scale
Insrrucrions: Thjs S<..-ale refers (0 ways peopk may aperience religion and/or spirirualiry in their
lives. We want ro lind our ahout your own spirirual or religious experiences. If rhe rerms we use
ro describe spiritual or religious experiences do not fit your own experiences) please substitute
words or ideas (hat describe your own experience when you respond to the question.
Below are five statements abour God. CIRCLE rhe starement which comes dosest to ~
undersranding of God.
a. I believe God is a personal being who reigns over all crear ion, who looks .frer us and listens
to our pr.l}"'rs and praise. God responds ro our needs and stays dose to us wIlen evil comes.
h. I believe God created rhe world and everything in ir and then made us responsible for
ourselves and for creationw God looks down on us from above wichoU[ inrervening in cre~

10. God has given

3

sacred purpose to my life.

Please use ~ undersmnding of God ro respond

to

the following staremenrs:

5

I experience some-rhing more sacred in life (han simply
material existence,

•••

ation or ou r lives.
c. I believe rhar God is the spirir or source of all creation. God is all around us. in narure and

in all people.
our understanding (0
d. I am nor sure whar or who God is hut I do think rhar ir is
bur I do nor think rhar
comprehend such ultimare things. I ofren wonder if rhere is a
I will ever know for sure.
e. I do not believe rhere is a God. [ do nor believe rhar God created the world or controls our
affairs. There is no higher power that can inrervene in our lives.
f. None of rhe ahove starements comes dose to my beliefS concerning God or spiritualiry.
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24. There are things, ideas, or acrions in life rhatl experience
as sacred.
:Jarr of [he web oflife.

2B. I see God's presence in all oflife.

